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Status for the shipping markets
The world is recovering from the most severe crisis in the post-war era. The Covid-19 pandemic has
cost more than two million lives and ravaged the global economy, contracting last year to the largest
extent since World War II. To protect societies from the pandemic, governments on all five continents
have introduced lockdown measures and restricted travel, thereby changing consumer and
transportation behavior. Fiscal and monetary policies have been loosened to boost economic growth
and avert wide-spread unemployment. Pharmaceutical companies and research institutes have
worked against the clock to develop effective vaccines against the virus. Now that the first of these
vaccines are being rolled out to the public, hopes are raised that life will eventually normalize and that
the world will pick up on what it left behind. However, many of the strides that have been made
towards protecting health against the pandemic have shown an ability to adapt to external pressures,
enabling both policymakers and industry to tackle common challenges more immediately such as
climate change and reductions in CO₂ emissions. The shipping community, servicing world trade, is
facing shockwaves that will need to be dealt with successfully in order to comply with the new
requirements and succeed in staking out a new future that is both sustainable and profitable. This
report will attempt to analyze the fight against the Covid-19 pandemic, developments in the world
economy and the prospects for key shipping markets.
Covid-19 pandemic
First reported in December 2019 in Wuhan, a sprawling Chinese industrial city on the riverbanks of the
Yangtze River, the virus causing Covid-19 initially gained little attention. Known as SARS-CoV-2, the
virus drew resemblances to other Coronaviruses causing the SARS-epidemic in 2003 and the MERS
epidemic in 2012. The origin of the virus is still a hotly debated topic among scientists. Most likely, the
virus was transmitted from a bat indirectly to a human being who fell ill from Covid-19. Then, in the
course of January, the virus spread to about two dozen countries outside China and on March 11th,
2020 the illness was characterized as a pandemic by the World Health Organization. The overall pattern
in 2020 was one of increasing cases of Covid-19 with a surge in the summer and in the fall. A third
wave has appeared over the Christmas holidays, with the virus mutating in locations such as the United
Kingdom, South Africa and Brazil. According to the WHO, there have been almost 100 million cases
world-wide and more than 2 million deaths. Covid-19 is the most serious pandemic the world has
confronted in more than a century.
Leading pharmaceutical companies and research institutes have worked tirelessly to develop a vaccine
against Covid-19. Pfizer and BioNTech have developed a synthetic messenger RNA vaccine. Moderna
has also developed a similar mRNA vaccine which does not require storage in ultracold temperatures.
A third vaccine has been developed by Oxford-AstraZeneca which is not an mRNA vaccine. The first
vaccines were given in the UK in early December 2020 and then quickly thereafter in the United States
and Canada as well as the European Continent. At the time of writing, some 50 million vaccines have
been administered world-wide, including vaccines developed in Russia and in China. According to
Bloomberg, around 8.3 billion doses have been set aside. Most of the world’s population of 7.8 billion
people will probably be vaccinated either this year or next.
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World economy
The Covid-19 pandemic has brought distress not only to the patients falling ill and their loved ones but
put strains on the healthcare system and entire societies trying to prevent the disease from spreading.
A month after the WHO declared Covid-19 a global pandemic, almost half of the world’s population
was under some form of lockdown, totaling 3.9 billion people instructed by their authorities to stay at
home. Businesses have asked their employees to work from home, schools and universities have been
closed, public transportation service has been restricted and travel restrictions have been imposed,
both domestically and internationally.
In January 2021, in the latest edition of the World Economic Outlook, the International Monetary Fund
reports that the world economy contracted by 3.5 per cent in 2020 and that the global output will
increase by 5.5 per cent this year and 4.2 per cent for next year. Since the last WEO was issued in
October, progress has been made on vaccine development. Fiscal action of US$ 12 trillion and about
US$ 7.5 trillion in monetary action have been applied by governments to stem the adverse effects of
the pandemic on economic activity and stimulate further growth. More stimulus packages are also in
the workings to boost growth further. This means actual economic developments have apprised on
the upside, meaning better than expected.
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In the United States, which has suffered from the deaths of more than 400,000 people from
Covid-19, national unemployment reached 15 per cent at the most, but has fallen back to
about 6.7 per cent in December 2020. Lower consumer spending, accounting for two-thirds of
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gross domestic product in that country, contributed to economic output contracting by about
-3.4 percent in 2020. However, during last year, the US economy rebounded sharply in the
third and fourth quarter of the year. An economic stimulus package of US$ 2 trillion was
enacted on March 27th, including cash payments of US$ 1,200 to all eligible Americans. A
second economic stimulus package has been in the workings for months, hampered by
strenuous negotiations between the White House and the US Congress. With the inauguration
of President Joe Biden on January 20th 2021, having the support from both chambers of the US
Congress controlled by the Democratic Party, a new stimulus package of US$ 1.9 trillion is
expected to come into effect, providing another cash payment to all Americans of US$ 2,000.
The new package will likely drive consumer spending, and thus economic growth, higher than
expected this year, causing inflationary pressures, depreciating the value of the US dollar to
other currencies.
As for the EU, deeply set back by Covid-19 lockdowns in countries such as Germany and France
on the European Continent, a US$ 2.2 trillion budget and stimulus package is designed to repair
the damages from the Covid-19 pandemic and set the stage for the Continent’s transition to a
low-carbon economy. That will surely boost the economy from the steep contraction last year
to a recovery which is sorely needed.
By end-year 2020, the UK-EU trade deal was agreed, avoiding a hard Brexit which would have
left both parties with a worst-case scenario. The deal opens for Britain’s tariff and quota-free
access to the EU, although goods will need to be declared at the border. However, the trade
in services is excluded from the agreement, which leaves the financial markets in London in
some uncertainty. Freedom of movement also becomes more restrictive.
Japan has unveiled a great stimulus package of about US$ 1.1 trillion, which will include a
significant portion in direct spending. The stimulus is the second from Japan, following a
similar-sized package a month earlier.
China has been the only advanced or emerging market economy expanding during the
pandemic. China’s national authorities have posted growth of 4.9 per cent in the third quarter
and 6.5 per cent in the fourth quarter. That means output for the whole of the year expanded
by 2.3per cent, making China the only major economy to avoid contraction during the Covid19 pandemic which has ravaged the global economy.
India has suffered greatly from the Covid-19 pandemic with a contraction in economic output
of –8 per cent but is forecasted to make huge strains this year with growth of 11.5 per cent.

For decades, the US and the EU have been the supreme economic supranational entities in the world
economy, leading economic growth, international trade as well as research and development. In Asia,
Japan was the major economy, known for quality products, innovation, relatively inexpensive prices
and a highly skilled workforce and developed financial services. That prowess started to be challenged
when China in December 2001 became a full member of the World Trade Organization, lowering trade
tariffs and opening up for access to international markets. With a population of now 1.4 billion people,
China became a powerhouse for production and exports of manufactured goods targeting intra-Asian
markets along with the US and the EU. Following the financial crisis in September 2008, Chinese
authorities unveiled a stimulus plan of nearly US$ 585 billion over the next two years designed to
support economic growth. Many of the projects favored were steel-intensive construction projects
allocated to building new roads, railways and housing projects. In May 2020, during the Covid-19 crisis,
Chinese authorities revamped some features of the previous package and signaled that more would
come by end-October. On October 30th, Chinese policymakers began outlining the country’s 14th fiveyear plan for the period of 2021-2025. The five-year plan highlighted the success of its pre-pandemic
growth rate at over 5 per cent per annum, and centered on domestic consumption, urbanization, and
infrastructure projects. The plan also made huge ambitions to cut CO₂ emissions. China committed to
peak its CO₂ emissions before 2030 and becoming carbon neutral by 2060. On the very same day, the
country’s biggest oil refiner Sinopec vowed to accelerate its push into hydrogen, acting on the pledge
to cut CO₂ emissions to near zero.

There’s not a shred of doubt that the center of gravity in the world economy is shifting towards Asia,
led by the new powerhouses of China and India. The US has roughly the same gross domestic product
as the EU, but both are expected to be challenged by China moving to first position. With GDP
measured on a purchasing power parity basis, popularly known as the Big Mac index, China has already
become the world’s biggest economy ahead of the US and the EU with India ranking as the fourth
biggest. China and the EU in December reached a comprehensive agreement on investment, which
was considered important to the EU in tapping into one of the world’s biggest and fastest growing
markets. Asia will recover more quickly than other regions and the 15-nations-strong Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership signed on November 15th will be important. Although not very
deep in terms of tariff reductions, the agreement will spell more integration in a region already
accounting for almost a third of global economic activity and trade. Asia will also be key in the
transformation towards more usage of natural gas and non-fossil fuels. Long-term, a dematerialization
of trade can be envisaged as the region and the world develops, reducing the importance that shipping
accounts for in the global economy, predominantly in the Atlantic but also in the Pacific.
Below are Lorentzen & Stemoco Research’s forecasts for world economic growth until 2024, on a
nominal GDP basis:
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World trade
As the Covid-19 pandemic hit the world economy in full force, the World Trade Organization in April
2020 predicted global trade could reduce by up to one-third of pre-pandemic levels. However, as the
economy rebounded swiftly in the third and fourth quarter of the year, the WTO has revised its
predictions to a contraction of 9.2 per cent in 2020 in the volume of world merchandize trade.
Forecasts for 2021 point to a rise of 7.2 per cent, but the estimates carry a high degree of uncertainty,
depending both on the development of the Covid-19 pandemic and the response by governments in
dealing with the crisis. By implication, world trade will not reach pre-pandemic levels in 2021,
according to WTO.
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World shipping markets
The world shipping markets are progressing from a year with demand for tonnage contracting by
around -1.8 per cent on an annual basis, caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. Demand for tonnage
reduced in 2020 for the first year since 2009, following the adverse impact from the financial crisis in
September 2008. The contraction last year was greater than that in 2009 of -0.2 per cent on a year-onyear basis and was probably the biggest setback for shipping demand in modern history.
Analysis from Lorentzen & Stemoco Research on all the shipping markets combined shows that
demand for tonnage last year totaled 1460.5 million deadweight tons, as measured on a ton-mile basis.
The calculations have been made by calculating the seaborne volumes carried multiplied with the
nautical miles over which the cargoes have moved at sea. The analysis has been done for each of the
main ship types including containerships, dry bulk carriers, crude and product tankers as well as
chemical carriers, and LNG and LPG carriers.
The effects of the Covid-19 pandemic on shipping demand in 2020 was different than that of the
financial crisis on requirements for tonnage in 2009. The Covid-19 pandemic reduced the volumes of
cargoes being shipped because of less underlying demand for commodities. That also was true in 2009,
marked by a substantial decrease in activity weighing down on tonnage requirements. However, back
in 2009, the letter of credit problems meant that many trades stranded because of problems in the
banking and financial institutions. The Covid-19 pandemic has adversely affected world economic
output and trade, but for the most part trade finance is available facilitated by intermediates such as
banks and financial institutions.
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The negative developments in shipping demand in 2020, much like in 2009, ran contrary to
expectations beforehand, since both the Covid-19 pandemic and the financial crisis were factors that
the market had not anticipated. Indeed, forecasts for 2020 were quite optimistic in all the shipping
markets and the merchant fleet was configured for growth, as more vessels would come into service
from newbuilding yards than would be phased out. In 2020, the fleet expanded by 2.9 per cent
compared with the year before, despite some shipyards declaring force majeure because of Covid-19
lockdown leading to delays in deliveries. Phase-out of ageing tonnage also accelerated, mitigating the
fleet growth. However, the actual fleet growth in 2020 was considerably less expansive than in 2009
when the fleet grew by 8.4 per cent on previous expectations of a continuation in the super-cycle that
was abrupted by the financial crisis.
Importantly, while demand for tonnage contracted by -1.8 per cent in 2020 because of the Covid-19
pandemic, the fleet expanded by 2.9 per cent, reducing vessel capacity utilization from 87.8 per cent
to 83.8 per cent. In historical contrast, demand for tonnage in 2009 reduced by 0.2 per cent, but the
fleet increased by 8.4 per cent, shifting vessel capacity utilization from 93.2 per cent to 85.8 per cent.
Although the negative correction in vessel capacity utilization in 2020 was significant, the softening in
the tonnage balance pales in comparison to that of 2009 which upset the demand-supply relationship
to such as extent that the market has not fully recovered from the impact. The relatively high influx of
new vessels being delivered in 2009, as well as in the next couple of years, caused the vessel capacity
utilization to deteriorate, thereby spelling the end of an era of market peaks to that of market troughs.
In contrast, this time around, the adverse effects on vessel capacity utilization have been significantly
less pronounced.
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Before analyzing the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the individual shipping markets in 2020, a
further comparison to 2009 might be pertinent.
The containership market was probably the worst-hit market by the financial crisis in September 2008,
severely affected by the near-collapse in the world economy with massive stagnation in the US and
Europe. In 2009, the number of total loaded container lifts was reduced by an estimated 6.6 per cent.
However, the impact to the containership market was even more severe as demand on the long-haul
routes to the East- and West Coasts of North America as well as to Europe were heavily reduced. In
response to the huge growth in the container market and soaring asset values, many ships were
ordered during the preceding years. As these ships entered the market at the same time as the freight
market had crashed, a huge over-supply of vessels was created. The dry bulk market, more weighted
on the Chinese requirements for raw material, was buffered by the stimulus package directed in a big
way towards infrastructure projects.
Financial constraints affecting newbuilding contracts and shipyards unable to perform satisfactory on
the accepted orders also, to some extent, resulted in contracts being cancelled. In addition, contracts
were deferred to a later delivery, thus stretching out the newbuilding schedule. The tanker markets,
including the crude oil and product carrier sectors, were deeply impacted by the collapse in oil demand
and deteriorated while the supply of ships moved in the opposite direction due to the many
newbuilding deliveries. Tanker market performance was effectively impacted and did not seem to start
recovering until the last month of the year. Finally, as for LNG and LPG gas carriers, the market
remained under pressure throughout the year because of the combination of a weak development in
trade volumes and continued fleet expansion.
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Containership market
Buoyed by rising consumer spending, the containership market has rebounded sharply in the third and
fourth quarter as well as into the first quarter of this year, making for one of the strongest turnaround
cases probably ever in the shipping markets history.
The Covid-19 lockdowns, affecting almost half of the world’s population, has altered consumer
behavior in ways that are directly contributing to the rise in the containership market. As executives
and employees have been ordered to work from home, online shopping for household goods has
spiraled for such items as building and interior decorating, personal care, toys and sports. Consumer
spending has shifted to goods important to family life, from previously travelling and dining, restricted
because of the pandemic.
Looking at developments in the containership market last year, the outlook for 2020 was actually quite
positive. Optimistic projections of a growth in demand was largely based on estimates of world-wide
growth in gross domestic product being higher than in 2019. Normally, higher global growth in
economic output is associated with more requirements for merchandized goods, carried by
containerships. The orderbook for containerships was also at a mere 10 per cent of the existing fleet,
a historically low ratio.
However, in the course of the first quarter of 2020, optimism within the industry had turned to stark
pessimism. The spread of Covid-19 in China had led to massive domestic lockdowns, reducing
production and exports. Expectations changed to that of a dramatic fall in demand for merchandized
goods being produced and exported from China. Maersk Line, the world’s biggest containership
operator, in May foresaw a decline in volumes of between 20 per cent to 25 per cent. In June, Maersk
Line revised its predictions to the positive, but only so much that the operator believed in a fall in
volumes of 15 per cent to 18 per cent.
Faced with these detrimental predicaments, the containership industry was compelled to adjust its
fleet supply. In the course of the last decade, the containership supply had been highly consolidated.

Merger and acquisitions, as well as bankruptcies, had left the supply-side with only nine global liner
companies, operating in three alliances. Now, capacity was withdrawn from service, by delaying port
arrivals. Vessels expiring their period charters were redelivered to the shipowners. Such were the
measures carried out that in May some 12 per cent of the fleet was in anchor or in dock, the highest
percentage figure ever in history. By adopting so-called blank sailings, the operators escaped their
worst fears of a total collapse in earnings. In fact, operators managed to balance their fleets on the big
volume trades from China to the US Westcoast and China to Northwest Europe. In the period January
through May, the liner operators managed spot freight rates per container of about US$ 1,500 per
forty-foot equivalent units from China to the US Westcoast and almost US$ 1,000 per twenty-foot
equivalent units from China to Northwest Europe.
The turnaround came in June, two months after the US stimulus package of US$ 2 trillion was enacted
on March 27th, providing cash payments of US$ 1,200 to all eligible Americans. The cash payments
were used in part for paying down household debt as well as credit card debt. However, much of the
stimulus package was used for retail shopping over the internet, driving wholesale buyers to stock up
goods from low inventory levels and spurring a rise in the overseas containership trade. Typically, the
seaborne freight had only represented about 1 per cent of the price for the finished product. Suddenly,
the freight element rose to 4 per cent and even 5 per cent of the goods delivered at home. Freight
rates to the US Westcoast increased to over US$ 2,500/FEU. Later, in September, those rates had
turned into a minimum of US$ 4,000/FEU to destinations such as Los Angeles and Long Beach. By
ultimo December, the US Westcoast ports reported an increase in volumes of 50 per cent compared
with the same time the previous year.
A similar development was apparent also on the trades from Asia to Northwest Europe. From freight
rates of US$ 1,000/TEU the levels have increased to US$ 4,000/TEU. Never have the freight rates been
higher. Although the containership fleet is currently sailing at full vessel capacity utilization, there is
little to suggest that the market will soften any time soon. Shortage of empty containers in Asia,
congestion of vessels in port and fully loaded containerships have created a chaotic situation for
European and American importers. Some importers are willing to pay a premium to access shipments
of containers, only to have their bookings denied.
Outlook
Another US stimulus package of US$ 1.9 trillion, giving US$ 2,000 to every American, will boost the
containership market short-term. For the containership owners and operators, the expectations for
2021 are rosy. The bottlenecks in the supply chain from Asia will probably not be dealt with successfully
in a matter of weeks, even months. At the expense of US and European exporters, there are reports
that movement of empty 40footcontainers to Asia are being preferred to fully loaded containers,
creating a unique situation for US and European exporters and importers in carrying out freight. Global
shippers and large logistical companies with contracted allocations are in a somewhat better position.
Nevertheless, there are troubling reports that also these companies are struggling in making successful
bookings, even upon accepting “peak season” premiums.
The liner companies are faced with another challenge. Big liner operators have during the last decade
reduced their fleets of medium and smaller-sized tonnage. The focus has been on the ultra-segment
of 20,000 TEUs and bigger. The liner companies have, as a result, been compelled to charter in the
insufficient available tonnage that exists in the market. In the size-range 3,000-4,000 TEU segment, the
liner operators need to pay more than three times as much as six months ago. In this segment, the
orderbook is marginal. The same can be said about the feeder-segment. Feeder-ships of 2,700 TEUs
are now linked to charter rates of US$ 20,000/day. Even higher levels are associated with modern and
high-spec vessels built by attractive shipyards. In June, similar tonnage attracted about US$ 7,000/day.

Eventually, the containership market will start to slow down. Come a successful roll-out of a vaccine
against the Coronavirus and the world will start to normalize. End-user demand will shift back to travel
and restaurants, not only on consumer goods. Most probably, lesser demand for consumer goods will
weigh down on requirements for containerships. That said, a growth in world economic output tends
to be correlated with increased demand for containerships. Containership owners are also benefitting
from operators with positive returns and can optimize on the flexibility that the charter market
provides. The orderbook is in line with the beginning of 2020. Yet, the supply-side is under further
pressure, as carriers now tend to fix charters at longer duration, causing even less available tonnage
to charter in. Longer-term, as China moves from being a powerhouse for production and exports to
rely more on imports, a more level playing field will emerge in the containership market.
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Meanwhile, the market for Roll-on Roll-off carriers appears to be developing robustly. The onset of the
Covid-19 pandemic brought substantial reductions in trade, both regionally and globally. Much like in
the containership market, supply-type responses were implemented to curb capacity and firm up the
tonnage balance to new realities. At the worst conditions in May, shipowners embarked on idling or
laying up nearly one-fifth of the entire Pure Car Carrier fleet, but as freight rates have improved, only
one out of 16 ships are now out of service, totaling 28 ships. Of these, half are expected to be brought
in again during the first quarter of 2021. For example, Wallenius-Wilhelmsen decided like many others
to put vessels in cold lay-up, initiating the first such strategy since the financial crisis in 2008. Recently,
amidst improving conditions, nine of the company’s 16 laid up vessels will be brought back into service
again, replacing capacity currently sourced through short-term charters. Four out of its 123 vessels
have also been recycled, reducing the number of vessels available accordingly to the company and the
market as a whole.
Period timecharter rates have, in fact, increased to pre-pandemic levels and the vessel supply is getting
under control. While a total of 23 ships were recycled last year, only eight vessels were delivered from
newbuilding yards, leaving the orderbook at a muted 16 vessels. Last year, no vessels were ordered,
meaning that the orders that have been placed will be delivered relatively shortly with 14 ships
scheduled for delivery in 2021. At the other end of the age spectrum, the number of vintage vessels
that are candidates for recycling exceed the number of scheduled deliveries. The fleet thus appears to
be growing modestly, or even negatively on a net basis. That holds out the possibility for a significant
sharpening in freight rates as the world economy recovers from the Covid-19 pandemic. Added sales
of new cars, including a relatively high influx of electrical vehicles, will drive the trade and be supported
by more agricultural and industrial vehicles, such as in mining. A recovery in the oil service industry
will also require more units to be shipped for new services. As for the Ro-Ro industry, new efforts will
be put into making the fleet more environmentally friendly and cut the CO₂ emissions, particularly by
addressing new marine fuel types.

Dry bulk carrier market
The dry bulk carrier market has been remarkably resilient to the devastations wrought by the Covid19 pandemic. Massive increase in China for imports of steelmaking commodities, as well as energy
sources and agricultural products, has overcompensated for losses elsewhere and resulted in a market
riding solely on one growth factor. However, as the world economy recovers from the pandemic with
more people getting the jab, other importers will join in with higher requirements, such as India and
Japan along with the European Continent. That will create a broader import base to uplift the market,
serviced by a bulk carrier fleet added by almost just as many newbuilding deliveries as are expected to
be phased out because of age. Volatility is higher than in many years, creating opportunities but also
limitations for shipowners and operators.
BaoWu, the big steel mill in Wuhan, was among the first centers of activity in the dry bulk shipping
market to be impacted by Covid-19. As lockdowns were imposed in Wuhan on January 23rd production
was shut down, as the authorities attempted to rein in the spread of the virus. However, from April
production was restarted at the facilities of the steel mill formerly known as Wuhan Steel, which has
merged with Baosteel to become the world’s largest steel producer after ArcelorMittal.
With China closing down its production facilities, the dry bulk shipping market appeared to be in a dire
state. By the start of the millennium, only 20 years ago, Chinese steel mills required less than 100
million tons of iron ore and about 1 million tons of metallurgical coal to feed its blast furnaces.
However, after becoming a full member of the World Trade Organization in December 2001, China has
moved to become the world’s largest steel producer and the biggest importer of steelmaking
commodities. In 2019, China was producing an excess of 1 billion tons of crude steel and imported over
1 billion tons of iron ore, over two-thirds of the seaborne volumes carried world-wide. China’s total
imports of dry bulk commodities was roughly 40 per cent of all global seaborne volumes, in what is the
biggest shipping market as measured in dwt.
However, in May, China’s National People’s Congress put forward at least two measures that would
help revive economic growth. First, the official fiscal deficit target was raised to 3.6 per cent of gross
domestic product. Second, the target for local special bonds issuance was upped, focusing on
infrastructure investment. Altogether, this meant a fiscal stimulus of about US$ 665 billion. The steel
industry and the dry bulk shipping markets began focusing on infrastructure projects involving steelintensive works and the usage of input factors such as iron ore and metallurgical coal, as well as steam
coal for power generation. Then, in October, the Chinese 14th five-year plan for the period of 20212025 was outlined, holding huge implications for the dry bulk shipping market. Centering on domestic
consumption, urbanization and infrastructure projects the plan was widely regarded as supportive to
the steel industry and requirements for input factors.
The impact of these government interventions and long-term plans cannot be overstated. In the course
of 2020, China’s steel production turned to growth of 5.2 per cent to 1,050 mill. tons and imports of
iron ore up by 9.5 per cent to 1,170 mill. tons. Soaring iron prices to US$ 175 per ton for 62 per cent
Fe content material on a landed basis in China, and higher forward prices on the Dalian Commodity
Exchange, have encouraged overseas mining companies to ramp up production and exports to the
fullest. Initially, as other miners suffered from production problems, the call on imports went to mining
companies in India, being close in proximity to the Chinese steel mills. However, as the Australian
mining companies Rio Tinto and BHP were able to come with more material, the volumes increased
from farther-away sources. Eventually, by the end of the first half of the year, the Brazilian mining
company Vale came to the fore with more supplies. While the front-haul route from West Australia to
Qingdao takes about 14 days, the sailing from Tubarão to Qingdao involves over three times as many
days, meaning a 3:1 factor in ton-mile demand for tonnage. Thus, the market for the largest bulk
carriers, known as Capesize bulk carriers, has largely been set by rising demand for iron ore into China,

and intermittent bursts of supply increases from Brazil leading to overall strong, yet extremely volatile
freight rates.
As for metallurgical and steam coal, as well as a range of other dry bulk commodities ranging from
barley and wheat to sugar and logs, the strained diplomatic relations between China and Australia
have effectively removed much of the trade. At first, China slapped import tariffs on barley, disrupting
the trade which the previous year involved 2.5 mill. tons, down from a peak of 5.9 mill. tons in 2016’17. Subsequently, China unofficially banned imports of other key dry bulk commodities before the
policy finally became official. The Chinese ban on Australian-produced dry bulk commodities, except
for iron ore, has put the dry bulk shipping market in the Pacific in a state of upheaval. The disruptions
have led to a flurry of activity in other routes, among them Australia to India and Indonesia to India as
well as to China, but also trades from Canada and Russia to China. At current, some 67 bulk carriers
with Australia-originated commodities are stuck in Chinese ports waiting to discharge their cargo. As
a result, port congestion has increased, sailing speeds have reduced and ballasting patterns have been
altered. In sum, the fleet productivity has slowed down, thereby increasing the vessel capacity
utilization as charterers have fewer vessels to choose among.
The Phase 1 of the trade agreement between the US and China signed on January 15th, 2020 in
Washington DC has also been important to the dry bulk shipping market. Last year, China imported
100 mill. tons of soybeans and meal, as the devastations from the African Swine Fever were effectively
dealt with. The US ramped up its exports of soybeans to China, as did East Coast South American
producers Brazil and Argentina. Despite diplomatic rifts between Washington DC and Beijing, the trade
in agricultural products as well as energy and container goods proceeded largely without interruptions
and appeared to be favored by both parties. Thus, as noted, the trade in iron ore continued mostly
unaffected by the soured Sino-Australian diplomatic relations, but impacted heavily on the trade in
barley, wheat, sugar, logs and coal. On the other hand, the tense Sino-US relations did not have much
of an impact on the trade in soybeans, oil and gas, or containerized goods. In shipping terms, Capesize
bc carrying iron ore largely escaped political influence while those carrying coal were more exposed,
including Panamax bc. Supramax bc enjoyed a positive year in the soybean trade from the US Gulf and
East Coast South America to China but were caught in the midst of the strangled relations between
Beijing and Canberra.
The many bulk carriers in China waiting for months to discharge coal from Queensland and New South
Wales has led to a crisis for seafarers onboard the vessels. A Capesize bc is now set to depart Jintang
in China where the vessel has been stuck for more than six months awaiting clearance of cargo. The
vessel is en route to Chiba in Japan for crew change, although instructions have not been given by the
charterer about the cargo. Another vessel, a post-Panamax bulk carrier has also gained world-wide
attention for its months-long delay in Caofeidian leading to a humanitarian crisis. According to the
International Maritime Organization, a United Nations body, some 400,000 seafarers are currently
stranded on ships beyond the end of their original contracts and unable to be repatriated because of
Covid-19 restrictions. A similar number of seafarers are stuck at home, unable to join ships and provide
for their families. All efforts need to be put into remedying this situation for the seafarers who risk
their health and lives for enabling the world’s seaborne trade to continue smoothly and safely.

Illustration 9: Demand for bulk carriers by commodity
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Outlook
The dry bulk shipping market looks set to improve this year. For the first year in history we expect the
total volumes of dry bulk market to exceed five billion tons. China will continue being the leading
growth factor but will be joined by other importers ramping up their requirements, from Japan and
South Korea to India as well as the European Continent. That will create a higher, and more widespread
growth, also opening for more opportunities in back-haul routes.
As always, the key interest will be on China’s steel production, contributing to demand for iron ore and
metallurgical coal. Developments for steam coal, used for electricity, will be largely a matter of
economic growth and the transitioning to greener energy sources such as natural gas and renewables,
but also importantly by diplomatic relations between China and Australia. The trade in grain will
probably continue to be growing stably on changing demographics and dietary habits in emerging
markets. In total, we foresee demand growth of about 2-4 per cent in volumes, with possibly big
alterations in trade patterns and productivity factors like speed, congestion and ballasting.
Illustration 10: Bulk carrier newbuilding deliveries by segment
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The dry bulk fleet is operating at about 83 per cent vessel capacity utilization. The big change coming
about this year is that newbuilding deliveries are expected to reduce to only 32.8 mill. dwt, and 19.7
mill. dwt next year. The fleet configuration is such that recycling of ageing ships could increase to 20.4
mill. this year and 18.2 mill. dwt next year. If so, the net fleet growth will diminish to a mere 12.3 mill.
dwt this year and 1.6 mill. dwt next year. That means, essentially, that all growth in demand will directly
contribute to higher vessel capacity utilization, borne out in higher freight rates.
Illustration 11: Bulk carrier newbuilding deliveries and recycling
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Last year was probably the most volatile year in modern history in terms of freight rates fluctuations.
For shipowners fixing out vessels on voyage charter or short-term timecharter contracts, that offered
more opportunities to employ vessels at attractive freight rates in periods of upsurge. However, the
extreme volatility dampened the interest by charterers to commit to longer-term period contracts
beyond one year, and thus posed a challenge to owners aiming to lock in earnings for periods of three
to five years, or longer. Changes in policy by charterers, as well as the ambitious plans for reductions
in CO₂ emissions by the IMO as well as the EU and operators and financial institutions alike, also
dampened the interest from buyers of second-hand tonnage, adversely affecting vessel prices.
Negotiations for newbuilding contracts also were increasingly centered on new fuels aside from
marine gasoil, such as ammonia, methanol and hydrogen. These discussions will take center stage as
the world and the public debate progresses towards a more carbon-free environment.

Illustration 12: Bulk carrier earnings on a timecharter-equivalent basis
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Shipowners will, therefore, be confronted by at least two challenges, one in which concerns the
industry at which the bulk carriers are serving and the other involving the type of fuel and emissions
that they emit. On the first issue interesting developments are about to unfold. The Chinese
commitments to peak its CO₂ emissions before 2030 and becoming carbon neutral by 2060 will involve
big responsibilities by the steel production industry. BaoWu has announced it will be striving to cut
CO₂ emissions by 30 per cent by 2035, as part of its goal to become carbon neutral by 2050. BaoWu
reports it will be making the cuts by increased use of renewable energy sources such as solar, wind,
biomass and hydrogen. The Chinese steel producing sector will also substitute electric arc furnaces for
traditional blast furnaces. Rather than the so-called integrated mills relying on iron ore and coking coal,
more usage of electric arc furnaces feeding on scrap steel will imply a reversal to opening up for
imports of scrap steel again this year. This will, incidentally, also raise scrap steel prices and encourage
shipowners to recycle ageing ships. Steam coal, another big mineral shipped, will be attempted to be
phased out and replaced by other energy types. On the other issue, shipowners also need to ponder
carefully the tonnage provided to stakeholders such as charterers as well as financial institutions and
authorities to ensure that they meet the full market standards in an ever-more environmentally
friendly future. All of these challenges will need to be met while remaining profitable.
Sidebar: Where is the bulk carrier market in the cycle? Comparison of 2021 and 2016
2016 may be five years ago, but to many in the dry bulk shipping market, it more seems like we are
living it. That year was the worst in the dry bulk market in modern history, probably nearing the
misery of 1986 three decades earlier. Following the financial crisis, the Chinese authorities in
December 2008 enacted a two-year stimulus package of US$ 585 billion heavily focused on steelintensive infrastructure projects such as railways, roads and housing. That caused a boost in
commodity prices such as iron ore and triggered a major upturn in the dry bulk market in the ensuing
two years to peaks in the Baltic Dry Index of 4340, the highest since the peak in May 2008 of 11,793.
During 2010, over a thousand bulk carriers were ordered. As those vessels were delivered into 2012,
the Baltic Dry Index fell to a low-point of 660, and investors were switching focus from dry bulk

shipping equities to high-yield bonds. Then, in January 2013, shipowners took charge and started
ordering massively new eco-friendly Capesize bc and other sizes, responding to positive changes in
demand for bulk carriers such as growth in Chinese steel production of 12.4 per cent and dry bulk
volumes of 11.9 per cent year-on-year. However, as annual dry bulk growth fell to 1.9 per cent in
2014 and negative -0.3 per cent in 2015 amidst all of the eco-friendly vessels being delivered, freight
rates collapsed into 2016 with the BDI falling to 290 on February 11th. The Baltic also assessed at the
lowest 5-year second-hand prices for TESS 58 at US$ 9.8 mill.
The dry bulk shipping market has been adversely affected by Covid-19, but fundamentally the
market is in better shape than back in 2016. The major difference is that so few newbuilding
deliveries will come this year. Whereas the vessel capacity utilization was as weak as 81.8 per cent
in 2016, it is now at closer to 83 per cent. Thus, in the second-hand market, price levels are discussed
at relatively higher levels than in 2016. We are experiencing higher buying interest for bulk carriers,
and fundamentally the market appears to be in a recovery mode, with most indicators pointing to
an upward market direction in freight rates and second-hand prices.

Illustration 13: Sale & Purchase prices, 5-year-old bulk carriers
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Offshore Service Market
Demand for oil, the world’s most important commodity, has taken a severe beating by the Covid-19
pandemic. With transportation accounting for two-thirds of oil’s usage, consumption of end-user
products such as gasoline and diesel has suffered from stay-at-home instructions preventing the
spread of the virus. The worst-hit petroleum product has been that of jet fuel, as domestic and
international flights have closed, and airline passengers are abstaining from booking new tickets.

Leisure travel by air has almost completely disappeared, and business travelers are more inclined to
meet clients digitally than arranging physical one-on-one meetings or group conferences.
In the pre-pandemic year of 2019, demand for oil was 100.0 million barrels per day, according to the
International Energy Agency. However, in the first quarter of 2020, demand fell quickly to 94.0 mbd
and then in the second quarter to a free-fall of 82.7 mbd. In the third quarter, as the economic recovery
started to unfold, demand resumed to 92.7 mbd and ending the year in the fourth quarter at 95 mbd.
This means the demand for oil has not fully recouped the losses from the pre-pandemic era and will
most likely be back on track into the second half of 2022. While demand for gasoline and diesel is
showing a robust recovery, requirements particularly for jet fuel continuing to languish and will only
start to normalize once the vaccine against Covid-19 is administered to a wider part of the population,
ensuring immunity and passenger safety.
The oil producers were slow to react to these changes in demand. When Russia rejected the proposal
to make additional cuts in production, Saudi Arabia in March 2020 decided to corner the market by
ramping up output in April and decreasing the official selling prices to buyers in Europe, the US and in
Asia. By so doing, Saudi Arabia undermined not only Russia but also US producers of shale oil. The
result was that price of oil collapsed to levels unstainable to most other producers. For North Sea oil,
known as Brent, prices dropped from US$ 70 per barrel by the start of the year to under US$ 10 per
barrel by the last week of April. Worse, cash prices for US oil known as Western Texas Intermediate
came into negative territory as buyers required a premium to accept oil. The price war unleashed by
Saudi Arabia compelled both members of OPEC and non-members such as Russia to agree on
production cuts that effectively would balance the market. The so-called OPEC+ agreement in April led
to crude oil production cuts of 9.7 mbd starting in May with the first round of tapering of 2 mbd to
begin in the second half of the year. The next tapering would come in January 2021 also of 2 mbd, but
that was later revised. Now, following a moderate tapering in oil production cuts of 0.5 mbd in January,
Saudi Arabia will unilaterally commit to cut its oil production by 1 mbd in February and March 2021.
Illustration 14: Oil price, Brent
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This year, we believe that demand for oil will recover from 91.1 mbd in 2020 to 96.6 mbd in 2021. Next
year, demand will come back to -pre-pandemic levels of 100.0 mbd, as the world economy returns to
normality and the aviation industry resumes full activity. Crude oil production, already in the third
quarter of 2020 being cut to lower levels than demand, will continue to be curtailed by OPEC+

members to achieve ambitions of an optimal market share and oil prices. As such, we believe global
oil production will be about 95.0 mbd in 2021 and 99.3 mbd in 2021. At these production levels, OPEC+
members will be able to tap into the full upside potential of a demand growth, without the risk of nonOPEC members such as the US getting in on the action. The reason is that at oil prices of about US$ 55
bbl in 2021 and US$ US$ 60 bbl in 2022, US shale oil producers will struggle with constrained profit
margins on the cash-breakeven levels. Indeed, from January 2020 to January of 2021, US crude oil
production has fallen from 13 mbd to 11 mbd and is not forecasted to increase much over the coming
two-year period.
Illustration 15: Demand and supply of oil
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Outlook

Global oil companies appear to be uplifting spending again this year on exploration in oil and gas. Last
year, the industry reduced capital expenditures by about 25 per cent by slashing exploration and
production and cutting heavily on oilfield services. This year, E&P spending is widely anticipated to
increase by about 7 per cent internationally.
The rig market took a massive hit in 2020. That will also have repercussions for investments in 2021 as
well, as low project sanctioning is likely to lead to a preprogrammed reduction this year. A capex still
at pre-pandemic levels combined with continued pricing pressures will likely generate low profits for
contractors, causing additional bankruptcies and restructuring. However, less rig players as a result of

bankruptcies and mergers can lead to stronger scrapping discipline in what is today a highly
fragmented market. Vaccine rollouts and OPEC’s regulation of the oil price are also grounds for
optimism. The beginning of 2021 has seen a variety of interesting rig fixtures including deals in Norway
and the UK as well as Brazil while the market eagerly anticipates further announcements in Guyana,
Angola, Mozambique and Malaysia. These drilling units are returning to work following contract
postponements, some of which considerably earlier than projected.
Covid-19’s impact on the oil market will also affect large portions of 2021 for the OSV market. Limited
visibility for project sanctioning makes 2021 difficult to predict. However, there are bright spots. We
are currently seeing an increase in offshore vessels going for scrap, expected to result in a firmer
market and higher rates. Also, 2021 will see a growing demand for lower emission OSVs as owners and
operators will need to reduce their emission profiles. In the offshore wind market, the need for
accommodation and walk-to-work services can serve as 2021’s silver lining for OSV owners, particularly
in the PSV space. With plans of bigger windfarms at more remote locations, the need for additional
service vessels is undeniable. Notably, this requires upgrades for increased cabin- and crane capacity
and the converted units will be competing with fit-for-purpose newbuilding SOV’s. However, a green
vision is better suited for financing. In conclusion, OSV owners with healthy balance sheets, able to
acquire cheap assets and compete at below market day rates, can see healthy returns in 2021. This,
coupled with a renewable strategy, can be the winning formula as we head into a new chapter of the
international OSV market.
Tanker Market
The international tanker market has been counter-cyclical to the oil market developments. The price
war between Saudi Arabia and Russia in the spring of 2020 sent the oil price into a free-fall and caused
refineries to start building crude oil inventories. Refining margins, the difference between end-user
petroleum prices and crude oil prices, increased rapidly securing high earnings. What’s more, the oil
price structure tilted into steep contango, meaning prices for 6-month and 12-month delivery hovered
at a huge premium to cash prices. Refineries across the globe bought into crude oil both making good
money at producing petroleum products, and because they were weary of crude oil prices moving
higher in the upcoming months. While the cash prices were set in a market of over-supply, the prices
further into the curve were based on expectations that demand would surge into the third and the
fourth quarter of the year amidst supply eventually being curtailed.
Oil traders, both within the ranks of oil companies and independents, also started hoarding crude oil
as refineries had built up their reserves onshore. The traders moved in buying crude oil in the market
and chartered in tankers for floating storage. Their incentive was purely acting on the contango in the
oil price structure which favored buying crude oil now and selling it later at a profit which justified the
incurred charter rate for the period contract. Combined, that spurred a flurry of fixtures by refineries
for overseas crude oil and yet other fixtures by traders for floating storage. The result was that the
tanker market moved to exponentially higher freight rates in three consecutive peaks.
Nowhere was this more evident than in China, now the world’s largest importer of crude oil having
surpassed the US. In June 2020, Chinese imports of crude oil exceeded 12 mbd for the first time ever.
Extraordinary high imports also continued into the third quarter of the year, but over time the inflow
came more as a result of crude oil arrivals needed to clear customs and trading companies discharging
cargo upon redelivery of the in-chartered vessels. Although freight rates remained high from severe
port congestion tying up tonnage, gradually fewer vessels were fixed for new voyages and traders
abstaining from making new bets on the oil price structure.

Illustration 16: Chinese imports of crude oil
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Indeed, as crude oil imports into China began abating, the oil market surplus flipped into a deficit.
Buoyed by rising end-user demand for petroleum products such as gasoline and diesel, Chinese
refineries continued to keep crude oil throughput at a high level of 14 mbd. However, lower imports
and stable domestic production of crude oil meant available incoming crude oil was insufficient to
meet the needs, and as a result the refineries drew down on inventories. In the fourth quarter of the
year, the appetite for more crude oil into the Chinese refineries was declining because of higher crude
oil prices and thinning refinery margins.
Illustration 17: Chinese crude oil market
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In sum, the tanker market moved in direct opposite to the oil market developments, making leaps and
bounds when the oil price crashed and retreating when the oil market strengthened in the third and
the fourth quarter of the year. By that time, refineries not only in China but also globally were drawing
down on inventories and traders redelivered tankers from floating storage. Fewer fixtures for new

voyages, whether in the Middle East or West Africa or for that matter the US Gulf, meant that tankers
were coming off contract with little or no new employment waiting. From exponentially high freight
rates, earnings dropped to levels that hardly justified operating costs or voyage-related expenses.
Illustration 18: Tanker earnings on a timecharter-equivalent basis
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Outlook
The decision by OPEC+ to taper oil production cuts by only 0.5 million barrels per day in January,
followed by Saudi Arabia taking charge by unilaterally cutting production by 1 mbd in February and
March, has uplifted cash prices and front-month futures prices compared with oil delivered at later
months. Coupled with increased official selling prices by Aramco for Arab Light into Asia for January
and February, that has limited exports from the Middle East Gulf to eastbound destinations. However,
filling the void, crude oil shipments from West Africa and Brazil as well as the US Gulf have increased.
In January, US crude oil exports exceeded 3.0 mbd, surprising the market.
The extent to which US crude oil exports will continue at a high pace will largely depend on
developments in US crude oil production and the balance between domestic and overseas demand. In
the US, gasoline prices have moved higher on an ease in stay-at-home orders with refineries enjoying
a jump in the so-called 3:2:1 crack spreads, meaning the margins they can get out of 3 bbl of crude oil
into production of 2 bbl of gasoline and 1 barrel of distillate fuel. Crude oil inventories are only 5 per
cent higher than the five-year-average for this time of the year, and gasoline stocks are 3 per cent
lower than average amidst distillates at 8 per cent above normal levels. That, in turn, could drive US
drilling and production activity higher, and open for more available crude oil for exports as well. OPEC+
members would need to look carefully at their production from April onwards, if they are to avoid the
US taking a too large market share in Asia. Most likely, as Middle East production is being upped, the
oil price structure will flip back into contango again and the tanker market balance will be restored.
This comes with an important caveat. Essentially the predicaments for the tanker market rest on the
Chinese oil market growing. According to Chinese state planning, the total refinery capacity will be
upped from about 17.8 mbd in 2020 to about 20.0 mbd in 2025. New refineries are being built in the
Guangdong, Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces. More storage facilities are also being constructed,
particularly in remote areas of the country, to secure oil supplies and improve energy security by better
handling discharges from tankers and avoid the port congestion evident throughout the frenzy last

year. In doing so, the Chinese government is planning for a final growth phase before a peak in demand
in envisioned. In fact, the government is expecting diesel and gasoline demand to peak around 2021
and 2025, respectively.
Thus, as Chinese product demand is expected to peak by the end of 2025, the risk of a possible
oversupply of refining capacity in China poses a risk of lower prices and more exports at the expense
of the Asian and international refining industry. This year, two new export-oriented refineries in the
Middle East, Jazan and Al-Zour, will also probably target Africa and Europe. European refineries have
been struggling with weak margins and will face competition from everywhere, including Russia.
Modernization of Russian refineries could strengthen Russian diesel exports to Europe and turn Russia
into a gasoline exporter. Further down the line, the Dangote refinery in Nigeria will close West Africa
to European refineries as a trading outlet. These developments will have serious ramifications on the
product tanker market, possibly changing fundamentally the trade patterns in the future.
For all these changes in demand and trade, the tanker market balance will be underpinned by serious
constraints in supply. Developments in 2020, and indeed the year before, show the extent to which
shocks in demand cannot be met by adequate supply responses without freight rates responding
upwards exponentially. Orders for new tankers stand at a very moderate 8.4 per cent of the existing
fleet, and the age profile of the fleet suggests that there are equally the same number of vessels
approaching 20 years and older as there are scheduled newbuilding deliveries. There is obviously a
need for new tankers to be built, but the ambitions of the IMO and other government and industry
bodies for a radical reduction in CO₂ emissions mean tanker owners must consider carefully the type
of vessels being ordered. That is hampering the decisions to order new vessels, yet also opens for an
entirely new type of fleet to be eventually delivered that will meet the criteria of tomorrow.
Sustainable energy and reductions in CO₂ emissions
Addressing the nation on January 27th, 2021 exactly a week after he was inaugurated as the 46th
President of the United States, Joe Biden laid out the new US visions for energy and environmental
policy. In a televised speech, adjourned by his top White House advisors, President Biden called climate
change “an existential threat” to humanity, and vowed to tackle the “crisis” head-on by steering the
country towards a reduction in CO₂ emissions.
Upon his presidency, Biden revoked the Keystone XL pipeline permit that was projected to carry oil
1900 kilometers from the Canadian province of Alberta to Nebraska, joining another pipeline. The
Keystone pipeline was intended to carry 0.8 mbd of crude oil from tar sands locked up under Canada’s
boreal forest to refineries in the US Gulf Coast of Texas, some of which otherwise would be carried by
freight trains.
The Biden administration also suspended new oil and gas leasing and drilling permits on US lands and
waters, effective for 60 days, and signaled it would phase out many of the existing oil and gas leases
in the US, including the US Gulf of Mexico. By the end of the Trump Administration, many oil and gas
companies obtained permits to drill both onshore and offshore that potentially could continue for
years. At current, production on federal land accounts for about a quarter of national output. The halt
in new permits will also apply to coal mining, largely concentrated in the Appalachian Mountains.
Furthermore, President Biden said he will eliminate fossil fuel subsidies, and will ask the US Congress
to stop the US$ 40 billion subsidies through legislation.
The policy change marks a radical shift from the Trump administration which favored production of
fossil fuels oil including natural gas and coal to secure energy independence. Instead, the Biden
administration has signed for the US to rejoin the Paris climate accord. The US will also host a summit

meeting with world leaders on April 22nd, familiar to many as Earth Day. Biden pledged that he would
strive for conservation of 30 per cent of federal lands by 2030 and make electricity production fully
carbon-free by 2035. The policies intend to create local, union jobs in newer and greener energy
sources, boosting the economy and lowering unemployment.
Importantly, US officials say they will not bargain on policies intended to tackle climate change with
supranational entities such as the EU or rising economies like China. Indeed, the new US policy is to
work together with other partners to find common grounds on how to shift the economy into greener
and more sustainable energy types and reduce CO₂ emissions, the culprit for global warming. That
message will find a receptive audience among EU and Chinese leaders who have already advocated a
phasing out of fossil fuels and introduction to renewable energy types. As such, the three economic
powerhouses are now working jointly towards setting new goals for carbon reductions that will herald
a new era of sustainable climate and environmental policies, possibly marking the biggest change since
the industrial revolution.
The oil industry is heeding the calls of the international leaders. Big Oil, as it is known, is warning that
the oil age may be over and that there is an urgent need to make a transition from demand and
production of oil to other energy types. The Covid-19 pandemic may be a catalyst for change, as
demand for oil may never recover fully from the pre-pandemic years. The Covid-19 pandemic has
wrought demand destruction world-wide, particularly in transportation with less usage of light
distillates such as gasoline and middle distillates like diesel and jet fuel. British Petroleum, now simply
called BP, believes requirements for oil may have peaked even though a vaccine against the virus is
being rolled out. The reason is the fast energy transition from oil over to another fossil fuel natural gas
and then to energy types with a considerably lower carbon footprint. In a ground-breaking report,
delayed by six months to delve on the effects of the pandemic, BP has set out three scenarios for future
energy usage called «Rapid», «Net zero», and «Business as usual». In all of these three scenarios,
demand for oil will decline over the next 30 years because of energy efficiency, less dependency on oil
as well as electrification. The report will form the basis for the previous state-owned oil company to
transform into an integrated energy company reaching net zero emissions by 2050.
International shipping, which started last year with the introduction of IMO 2020 mandating worldwide usage of bunker fuel oil with sulfur content of up to 0.5 per cent, will need to take a hard looking
at reducing CO₂ emissions as well. The International Maritime Organization, a United Nations
institution based in London, has set forth aggressive ambitions to halve CO₂ emissions by 2050,
compared with 2008-levels. Since the fleet is expected to grow over the next thirty years, this means
each vessel must reduce CO₂ emissions by 70 per cent.
In order to move forward with member approval, a compromise has been worked out to regulate
design and operating factors for existing ships with a so-called Energy Efficiency of Existing Ships Index.
Proposed by Japan, the EEXI is devised to monitor vessels’ operational and technical carbon intensity
performance in a bid to reduce their CO₂ emissions. A draft text by the Intersessional Working Group
on Reducing GHGs from Ships has been forwarded to the IMO’s Marine Environment Protection
Committee and was approved by the parties in meetings on November 16-20th 2020. The EEXI
regulations will form amendments to MARPOL Annex VI and will, subject to adoption at MEPC 76 in
June 2021, enter into force in 2023. The EEXI draws resemblances to the EEDI regulations for
newbuilding vessels already in place.
However, the compromise reached at the IMO has drawn criticism from environmental and nongovernment organizations for the regulations being watered down through the process. According to
critics, the amendments contain no carbon intensity target, and a less stringent Energy Efficiency of
Existing Ships Index. Critics also say the text allows for loopholes and no actual enforcement, which

will sideline the IMO and put increased pressure on other parties to push for international or regional
measures.
Impatient about the progress in the London-based UN institution, the European Parliament has voted
in favor to back a sharpening from 40 per cent to 60 per cent reduction in CO₂ emissions by the end of
the decade, which will move forward to the EU Council of Ministers. Shipping has also been included
in the emissions trading system, requiring shipowners and operators to buy EU carbon permits to allow
for carbon emissions, applying to vessels of 5,000 gross tons and above. Industry leaders believe the
EU will go alone if world-wide measures are not implemented.
The trading company Trafigura is calling against regional measures, and instead is proposing that the
IMO comes up with a world-wide scheme of charging between US$ 250 to US$ 300 per ton of CO₂equivalent on shipping fuels. Effectively, the scheme would hurt shipowners and operators with
vessels having a large CO₂ footprint and subsidize those with vessels that carry less or zero emissions.
The proceeds would be used to fund research and development into alternative fuels, and other
measures aiding the energy transition. Recently, Trafigura joined a growing list of traders and oil
companies acting as charterers launching the Sea Cargo Charter, published to provide an indicator of
compliance. The initiative has similarities to the Global Maritime Forum-backed Poseidon Principles in
the financial sector to measure the emissions of ships they finance. All of the initiatives are based on
the IMO ambitions for cutting CO₂ emissions by 2050.
These measures will redefine demand for dual-fuel propulsion and drive requirements for new
generation newbuilding vessels running on alternatives to marine gas oil such as natural gas, ammonia,
methanol and hydrogen. Increasingly, newbuilding orders are made with dual-fuel propulsion that may
make use of marine gas oil or natural gas. Considerably more expensive than traditional vessels using
marine gas oil only, savings can be made on natural gas being far less costly than marine gas oil. Usage
of natural gas will also cut CO₂ emissions by 20 per cent, compared with natural gas. However, if
ambitions are to be met by cutting CO₂ emissions additionally, other energy types for bunkers need to
be explored, particularly ammonia and methanol but also hydrogen. Industry discussions are currently
underway for dual-fuel vessels that include possibilities for using ammonia and methanol as well, by
making the vessels so-called ammonia or methanol-ready. By doing so, shipowners have an option to
retrofit their vessels applying either of these energy types if they need be to meet more strict criteria
in the future.
Offshore Wind
Offshore wind is broadly divided into two specific segments, floating and bottom fixed turbines. For
now, bottom fixed turbines dominate the offshore wind space. Floating wind is in early stages of
development and is too expensive to gain substantial traction. Construction cost for offshore wind is
expected to come down in the future and, according to analysts, expected to gain appr. 10 per cent
market share of the total offshore wind market. Due to water depths certain markets are dependent
on floating solutions to install offshore wind. These are for the most part Japan, Norway, and California.
Floating wind represents a major opportunity for the Norwegian oil and gas value chain. Experience
from North Sea harsh environment operations is a key competitive advantage. For general ship owners
both from oil and gas and general maritime transportation, the bottom fixed wind turbine market is a
major opportunity based on the growth we are anticipating in the segment. We are still in the very
early stages for offshore wind development and demand for maritime assets to serve the industry is
huge.

Illustration 19: market for Offshore wind

Source: IRENA (International Renewable Energy Agency), 4C Offshore
Based on future growth in installed capacity and number of turbines we see the biggest opportunities
in turbine installation vessels, foundation installation and service vessels such as SOVs and CTVs.
Installation vessels are large ticket investments that also require a substantial engineering organization
to win tenders with Wind Farm developers. SOVs on the other hand are smaller tickets and lower
organizational requirements. Lorentzen & Stemoco is currently working on a business case within the
SOV space that could provide highly attractive returns for maritime investors who are seeking a green
transition to their fleet.
Illustration 20: Number of turbines to be installed up to 2030

Source: 4C Offshore, LS Research, IEA (Based on average of 12MW turbines)

Until recently, the offshore wind market has been centered in Europe. Other regions are quicky
catching up, with China expected to be the dominant market soon. China is for the most part a closed
market for foreign players, but we are seeing signs of this changing. China does not have enough
maritime assets to meet their ambitious offshore wind program. We are already seeing requests for
quotes on installation capacity from Europe. We are also seeing interest from Vietnam for sourcing of
European assets.
US offshore Wind
•

The US presidential and Senate elections will provide support for offshore wind. Despite
offshore wind being based on state level police, federal support is important.

•

US will re-join the Paris climate agreement.

•

Biden has campaigned on a Green New Deal with a pledge of 2 trillion into clean energy
development.

•

Biden has pledged a carbon-free economy within 2035.

•

Biden has planned to extend the offshore wind Investment Tax Credit (ITC). This is now
achievable with a senate majority.

•

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic most developers have delayed their timelines by a year or
more.

Illustration 21: estimated installed capacity US

Covid-19 impact on Offshore Wind
The Covid-19 pandemic caused a massive shock to financial markets and a 30 per cent drop-off in
economic activity due to social distancing measures. Oil prices already being in a negative trend due
to oversupply, briefly tumbled into negative territory. Electricity prices in the UK saw a sharp drop to
€ 30/MWh from over € 45/MWh. In the Nordic region prices fell to € 10/MWh. After the initial shock

of the pandemic, stock markets have not only recovered, but seen record levels. Electricity prices have
recovered to 2019 levels, and oil prices have seen a modest recovery.
Due to uncertainty, some smaller offshore wind projects have experienced financing challenges.
Infrastructure investments have been resilient through the pandemic, but banks, for a period
increased interest rate margin by appr. 110 – 120 Bp. This is now in the process of normalizing to pre
pandemic levels.
Short term down turns in electricity prices has had limited impact on offshore wind developers. Most
large developers are protected by long term PPAs securing revenues for 15 years. Ørsted as an example
has 87 per cent of its revenues protected by PPAs. The stock has had a meteoric rise from the onset of
the pandemic in March from DKK 600 per share to DKK 1,400 now.
The long-term picture should show a positive impact. As part of economic stimulus packages globally,
renewable energy has priority as part of government infrastructure initiatives. The European
Commission is expected to put forward a green recovery plan as part of its COVID-19 financial response
linked to the bloc’s 2021- 2027 spending, for debate in June. The IMF is prepared to facilitate up to € 1
trillion in lending towards a green recovery. They are warning against subsidies going to the fossil fuel
industries.
Renewable energy has been absent from the US stimulus packages. This may drastically change as the
Biden administration is inaugurated and the Democrats take control of the Senate. (See slide on US
offshore wind development).
Despite some delays in project development, we don’t see any major impact on the industry from the
Covid-19 pandemic. On the contrary it seems to have triggered further governments focus on a green
transition and the willingness to put money behind it to stimulate the global economy.
Conclusion
Overall, the offshore wind market represents a major opportunity for maritime asset owners. The
combination of vast amounts of capital available in the green transition and the unprecedent growth
expected in the space creates a major opportunity. There is currently a bottleneck created by the lack
of available assets to install and serve offshore wind. This creates potential substantial uplift in
earnings or asset owners.
Lorentzen & Stemoco AS is a storied Shipbrokerage house with a history stretching back over a century
and a footprint in all major shipping segments. From their headquarters in Oslo, Norway they manage
a globally diversified team of shipping professionals across three continents.
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